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WILL YOU KEEP YOUR NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS? 
 
When this issue of the Communiqué reaches you, everyone will have returned to work from their holiday 
break. With the over indulgences that often accompany the holiday season, many of us look forward to 
the opportunity to make some New Year’s resolutions.  
 
The Cambridge English Dictionary defines a New Year’s resolution as “A promise to yourself to start 
doing something good or to stop doing something bad…” Millions of Americans make New Year’s 
resolutions. Can you guess which resolution is made most often? If you said to lose weight, you are 
correct! In fact, I am told that at the last Weight Watchers meeting of the year, the clients are warned to 
expect the meeting to take much longer in January because of all of the many new people who show up 
to begin their weight loss program.  
 
Regretfully, for over 80% of those who make resolutions, their determination is short-lived. Within weeks, 
most have returned to the bad habits they swore would end during the new year. However, I did read that 
where people live might have something to do with keeping or abandoning their resolutions. WalletHub 
analyzed a host of data to rank the “best” and “worst” cities where the residents keep their resolutions. 
Thankfully, Plano, Texas citizens were in the top ten of “best” cities in keeping their promises to 
themselves, and zero Texas cities were on the list of “worst” cities. 
 
As we prepare for the 140 day period of the 85th Legislative Session that begins today, let’s hope that 
some of our state leaders abandon some of the resolutions that they seemed to be proclaiming as the 
“lights were dimming” on 2016. School choice, which covers a wide array of issues but begins with 
vouchers, was on the mind of several leaders. In fact, our Lt. Governor has indicated that school choice is 
an issue that he will continually champion until it becomes state law. Even our governor suggested that 
school choice might be the answer to the special education concerns our state is currently facing. A group 
advocating for school choice had the gall to proclaim that it would lower the crime rate in Texas if enacted 
into law!  
 
Of course, school choice is not the only thing on the “to-do list” of several legislators. Who uses which 
“potty” is a much discussed issue in Austin these days. With the release of the hypothetical campus A to 
F grades, how to communicate school ratings is a hot topic with educators and many politicians taking 
differing sides on the issue. We have all read of the crisis that exists with our state’s Child Protective 
Services, and it is an issue that must be addressed. Also, individual legislators will have their own 
personal “resolutions” that they will be ready to fight for. 
 
Here’s a New Year’s resolution that I wish our state leaders and legislators would adopt. It’s former Lt. 
Governor William P. Hobby, Jr.’s advice to new legislators: “Spend every nickel you can on education. 
Every penny you don’t spend now will cost dollars in the future for welfare and prisons. Then go home. 
Please don’t pass any more laws.” Regretfully, too few legislators remember this former leader’s sage 
advice!  
 
It is not too late for every superintendent in Texas to make a resolution that will benefit the educators and 
school children in our state. That resolution is to organize their staff, their community, and every interest 
group in their town to support public education. All of the meetings with legislators, all of the hours of 
testimony, and all of the pages of position papers do not carry the weight of messages to legislators from 
their constituents. By identifying the issues that are important to you, your district, and your community, 



sharing the important talking points with your school staffs and community, and motivating each of them 
to call their state representative and state senator with a specific, unified message, YOU personally can 
help bring a positive change for public education in Texas. Now, that’s a resolution we all can keep – 
regardless of where we live! 
 
IF YOU ARE CLOSE, MEET ME IN BEAUMONT 
 
It’s not too late to register for the TACS Legal Conference with the attorneys from the Walsh Gallegos 
Treviño Russo & Kyle firm. So do that now! Just email info@wabsa.com or call (800) 232-9169 to register 
you and/or your staff for this outstanding program. Join Blake Henshaw, Christina Garcia, Melanie 
Charleston, and Shellie Hoffman Crow to learn more about three timely topics: Cameras in the 
Classroom, Boosters: the Good, the Bad, & the Dangerous, and Social Media. The conference will be 
held on January 12th at ESC 5 in Beaumont from 8:15 until 1:00. The conference is for any of your staff 
who may benefit from the information. It is free of charge, and it includes a light breakfast and a full lunch. 
What a deal! I will look forward to seeing you there. 
 
REGIONAL RURAL SCHOOLS TASKFORCE MEETINGS 
 
The Texas Education Agency, under the leadership of Commissioner Mike Morath, has realized that 
Texas is a large state, and one-size does not fit all. With that in mind, TEA has held meetings in Austin 
with one rural school superintendent from each ESC region to discuss issues that are unique to rural 
schools. Led by Deputy Commissioner Martin Winchester, the purpose of the meetings are to identify the 
issues, the barriers that the districts must overcome to address the needs, and to recognize the role the 
district, the ESC, and TEA can play in breaking down the barriers that affect small schools. After two 
meetings, much has been accomplished! With seven regional meetings and two more meetings in Austin 
still to go, these exercises seem to hold a lot of promise. Thank you TEA, Deputy Commissioner 
Winchester, and Commissioner Morath for your work to address the needs of small schools. 
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